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Abstract - Quasi-continuous waveform was widely used in many missile-based radar seeker because of its simplicity and robustness. 
However, since whole seeker receiver’s sensitivity is very high, complex non-linear intermodulation of different frequency 
component can form strong pseudo signal in the final passband area, which will effect guiding performance severely. In this paper, 
an ingenious signal processing algorithm was presented, which can decrease PRF pattern extension of DC component introduced 
by ADC and pulse waveform continuation. And a novel dual DDC architecture was designed for improved anti-interference ability. 
Besides, presented DDC flows canceled the complex NCO component widely used in many routine designed. So that intact 
algorithm can be integrated into single XC7Z020 Zynq All Programmable SoC of Xilinx Corp. Compared with traditional design, 
at least 30% hardware resource was saved. And the detection ability still keeps unaffected even for weak target. Presented strategy 
has been fully tested in simulated environment and actual hardware platform, proved its efficiency and practicability. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In the missile-based radar realm, peak transmission 
power is often limited severely, and traditional Pulse 
Doppler (PD) system’s detection ability is restricted greatly 
because of low pulse transmission duty cycle [1]. Therefore 
quasi-continuous waveform become a quite attractive 
choice, whose transmitting/receiving pulse duty ratio can 
approach 50% simultaneously [2]. Especially for the stealth 
target, high PRF quasi-continuous waveform can maximize 
average transmission power, therefore detection ranges are 
enhanced remarkably. And the higher duty ratio character 
also can help decrease probability of interception, the 
surviving ability of whole missile in dreadful war 
environment is boosted, too [3].  

For quasi-continuous waveform radar signal processing, 
the most important component is sharp cutting-off filter 
design. Traditionally, this filter was implemented by 
narrow-band crystal filter [4]. However, crystal filter 
belongs to typical analog filter essentially, therefore it’s 
quite difficult to keep performance and vital parameter 
constant in complex and long-time work environments. 
Meantime, Software Defined Radio (SDR) technology has 
become more and more popular in recent years, which was 
invented by Dr. Joseph Mitola of MITRE Corp. firstly in 
1990’s [5]. With high-performance ADC utilized, nearly all 
the SDR’s vital functions are implemented via software 
other than specific hardware. Therefore, with the same 
hardware platform, different function and algorithm can be 
supported by modifying software programs only [6]. 
Although currently SDR was mainly adopted in digital 
communication system, its core strategy can also be used in 
radar signal processing. In this paper, a full-digitalized 
low-complex intermediate frequency (IF) signal processing 
platform for quasi-continuous waveform radar seeker was 

presented, which adopted SDR’s high flexibility, and 
proposed several innovations in the processing flow: 
appropriate multi-stage decimation filter was designed to 
minimize DC component after ADC sampling and PRF 
periodic continuation. An ingenious high-pass FIR filter 
with 80dB off-band attenuation was designed, which used 
simple shifting and adding arithmetic only. Finally, an 
dual-DDC architecture without specific mixer was proposed 
to enhance anti-jamming and Electro Magnetic 
Compatibility (EMC) ability, when the 1st DDC is 
completed, digital IF signal middle frequency isn’t shifted 
to 0Hz thoroughly, contrarily, a very low modulation 
frequency was still reserved. And after multi-stage 
decimation filtering, the 2nd DDC processing outputs 0-IF 
IQ baseband signal. With proper sampling frequency and 
decimation ratio assignment, complex NCO can be 
cancelled for both 1st and 2nd DDC architecture, indicating 
enormous resources can be saved. All the functions has 
been implemented successfully in single Zynq SoC of 
Xilinx Corp. The actual performance was still ideal 
compared with routine strategy, but the hardware 
complexity was decrease greatly, which is quite appealing 
for low-cost small missile-based radar systems. 
 

II. HARDWARE PLATFORM DESIGN 
 

For traditional SDR platform, FPGA plus DSP/CPU is 
the most attractive hardware architecture strategy, mass 
parallel structured data are processed in FPGA. And 
complex task scheduling, information processing can be 
done in DSP/CPU [7, 8]. However, Xilinx released its All 
Programmable SoC Zynq series in 2012, which integrates 
both Dual-core ARM Processing System (PS) and 
Programmable Logic (PL) into a single chip, this 
new-designed SoC is quite suitable for high-integrated 
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digital system. And Zynq XC7Z020 was finally chosen as 
the processing core, whose PS maximum can attain 
866MHz with floating point unit (FPU) supported, and PL 
Logic Cells No. is 85K, which is adequate for 
quasi-continuous waveform radar seeker. 

Fig. 1 show the architecture of whole radar transceiver, 
it’s clear that super heterodyne strategy was utilized. Ideal 
SDR architecture expects direct RF A/D D/A conversion. 
Although new-designed ADC/DAC’s maximum clock 
frequency has been raised greatly, it’s still too low to satisfy 
common Ka/Ku band missile-based radar. Subsequently, it’s 
necessary to convert original Ka/Ku band to proper IF band 
by specific analog mixer, and Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) 
should be placed before analog mixer to amplify weak echo 
energy and help improve noise coefficient of whole system. 
To alleviate mirror-frequency and intermodulation effect, 
2-stage mixer plus corresponding band-pass filter is a 

feasible choice. Presented design’s final IF was set to be 
about 150MHz. And to decrease processing signal 
bandwidth further, residual Doppler modulation mechanism 
was adopted in missile guiding algorithm, therefore even 
for Ka band, it’s still adequate to track highly mobile target 
with only about 100KHz baseband analysis bandwidth. And 
this 150MHz IF signal can be converted to digital signal via 
many popular ADCs. In this design, ADS4449 of TI Corp. 
was utilized, whose maximum sampling frequency is 
250MHz @ 14bit, besides, ADS4449’s digital interface is 
parallel DDR LVDS mode, which can decrease 
transmission clock rate and convenience PCB design 
effectively. For the transmission channel, it’s similar with 
receiver channel, a DUC chip (AD9957) received complex 
baseband signal from central processor (Zynq SoC in Fig. 1) 
and converted it into analog IF signal, then final RF signal 
can be obtained after mixer and amplifier processing. 

 

Figure 1 architecture of missile-based radar transceiver 

 
In fact, our designed radar signal processor can accept 

16 channel IF signal sampling and processing (Figure 1 
only depicted 4 channel for simplicity), indicating it can 
support advanced DBF and STAP processing for phased 
array antenna when necessary. But for non-DBF mode, 4 
channels is ample, channel 1~3 represent echo sum, 
azimuth difference, and pitch difference signal, while 
channel 4 can be used for inter-channel equalization and 
others aided function. Zynq SoC is the only digital 
processing core in the whole system, and therefore become 
the most important component, detailed internal design of 
Zynq SoC is shown bellows. 

 
A. A/D Sampling and DC Calibration 

 

The most vital parameter of A/D conversion is sampling 
frequency. ADC input IF frequency is about 150MHz, and 
the bandwidth is much less than IF frequency, indicating it 
can be seen typical narrow-band signal. Hence band-pass 
sampling theory can be used for proper sampling frequency 
selection, which was list in equations(1), where m is 
non-negative integer, and B is signal bandwidth (about 
100KHz in presented system). 

2 2
, 2

1
H L

s s

f f
f f B

m m
  


     (1) 

If m is set to 0, then equation(1) becomes normal 
Nyquist low-pass sampling theory, and corresponding 

sf  
is at least 300MHz, this frequency is too high for actual 
design, but if m is chosen too high, corresponding analog 
bandpass filter and decimation digital filter’s design 
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difficult will also arise swiftly. Hence, proper oversampling 
is absolutely necessary for this system. Besides, higher 
oversampling frequency can help improve quantizing SNR 
[9]. A proper value of m was 2, and corresponding A/D 
sampling frequency realm is about 100~150MHz, which is 
a quite proper work frequency for ADS449. The design of 
accurate 

sf  value was finally completed in 2.2 DDC 
design parts for non-NCO aim. 

Another vital parameter is sampling data width, this 

value can effect ADC input signal dynamic range. Since 

ADS4449’s data width is 14bit, its ideal dynamic range is 

about 84.29dB. And the maximum input analog IF signal 

power is 10dBm, therefore minimum ADC detection level 

is -74.29dBm. This level should be ensured by RF LNA and 

necessary IF power amplifier. In fact, to ensure design 

allowance, actual minimum ADC input power should be set 

to 5~10dB higher than -74.29. Meanwhile, ADS4449 ideal 

ground noise power can be calculated by its input analog 

bandwidth (500MHz) by equation(2). And it’s obvious that 

ground noise power  Pground noise  is much less than normal 

input signal power, hence in the next section,  Pground noise  

was omitted directly. 

 

23 6
 P 1.38 10 300 500 10 86.8ground noise KTB W dBm                       (2) 

 
ADS4449’s DDR data outputting timing was shown in 

Figure 2, where clk is ADC outputting clock, ADC_D_P/N 
is corresponding sampling data (LVDS interface). These 
original DDR data can be transferred to SDR mode via 
Xilinx’s IDDR primitive and distributed RAM with 2:1 
writing/reading width ratio. 

 

Figure	2	DDR	data	timing	pattern	of	ADS4449	

 
Once IF analog signal was quantized to digital data via 

ADC, it’s inevitable to introduce DC offset in the 
digitalized domain. Furthermore, most of quasi-continuous 
waveform radar systems add receiving strobe signal to 
improve transmitting/receiving isolations, and his strobe 
can result in DC component’s PRF pattern continuation. 
Normal PRF range for Ka band no-fuzzy velocity 
measurement is often 300~600 KHz. Therefore DC offset 
component may be easily aliased into final filter passband. 
Theoretically, this can be avoided partially by proper PRF 
presetting, but the flexibility would be effected, too. We still 
hope DC offset can be attenuated as much as possible. A 
natural thinking is to remove it via specific High Pass Filter 
(HPF). However, this HPF has to work under the frequency 
of over 100MHz, and to attain linear phase result, FIR 
architecture should be adopted, besides, there should be 4 
parallel HPF simultaneously for 4 channel IF signals. All of 
these factors would increase hardware resource further. 
Hence, it’s necessary to improve this HFP’s design. 

As has been noted, whole quasi-continuous radar echo is 
typical narrow band signal. And residual Doppler 
modulation reduced the transmitting/receiving signal 
frequency difference further. Consequently, it’s possible to 
replace normal HPF with specific notch filter [10], and the 
notch location should be DC signal. This notch filter still 
need to work with the same frequency of ADC sampling 
frequency. But passband ripple requirement can be loosen 
since useful signal bandwidth is quite narrow compared 
with ADC sampling frequency. And this ripple can be 
calibrated easily in the last stage decimation FIR filer. So 
notch filter’s order can be set to a rather small level.  

 

Figure 3 frequency response of designed notch filter 

 
Our designed notch filter coefficient is [-0.25, 0, 0.5, 0, 

-0.25], whose frequency response is shown in Figure 3. It’s 
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clearly that designed notch filter has linear phase character, 
and can attenuate DC component with about 100dB. Also, it 
has another important advantage, there are only 3 different 
filter coefficient values: 0, 0.5, and -0.25. All of these can 
be easily implemented by simple shifting operation. Hence 
whole notch filter’s hardware architecture are much more 
simplified than routine HPF, only shifter and adder are used, 
which is acceptable even for many low-ended SoC system. 

 
B. DDC Design 

 
DDC is utilized to shift digital IF signal into baseband. 

Common DDC strategy are digital mixer with low-pass 
filtering, Hilbert filter, etc [11, 12]. Generally, NCO is the 
vital component of DDC, which often is implemented by 
specific cosine LUT or CORDIC calculator. But if sampling 
frequency and IF middle frequency can satisfy particular 
relationship, the NCO coefficient can be simplified greatly. 

This strategy is also called Rice transform. Its work 
mechanism was depicted below [13]. 

Arbitrary bandpass real signal S( )t ’s equivalent IQ 
equation was shown in equation(3), where ( )I t , Q( )t  are 
the complex baseband IQ signal, and 0f  is the IF/carrier 
frequency. 

 
02S( ) ([ ( ) ( )]* )j f tt real I t jQ t e            (3) 

 
When AD sampling frequency sf  and IF frequency 

0f  satisfies equation(4), where B is signal bandwidth, 
correspond NCO outputting coefficients were listed in 
equation(5). 
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Therefore, with proper sampling frequency selection, 

NCO IQ mixer coefficients can become regular 0, 1, 0,-1… 
series, indicating NCO becomes simple 4:1 MUX, the 
possible phase noise and amplitude quantized loss problem 
because of cosine quantization are all solved thoroughly in 
Rice transform. And this is its most appealing character. 

As has been noted, receiver IF 0f  is about 150MHz, 
and 0 has given the proper range for AD sampling 
frequency (100~150MHz). To satisfy equation(4), 
corresponding sf  should be 120MHz. This selection 
should be rather practicable. Unfortunately, complex signal 
intermodulation exist in actual hardware circuits 
everywhere, sf  and 0f  can also generate many new 
intermodulation components, 1-order difference frequency 
of sf  and 0f  is about 30MHz, but this 30MHz 
frequency’s 5-order frequency is also 150MHz, which share 
the same value with original IF frequency. Although this 
high-order component power is rather weak compared with 
normal signal, it’s still an underlying problem for whole 
system especially for small RCS targets. Consequently, it 
seems 120MHz is not proper at least for presented 
quasi-continuous radar receiver. But if others sf  was 
chosen, equation(4) would be unsatisfied, and specific NCO 

would emerge again. This dilemma has to be solved. 
Essentially, routine DDC processing is single stage 

architecture, meaning IF signal was shifted to baseband 
directly. But if multi-stage mixer like classic super 
heterodyne receiver was introduced, a new dual DDC 
architecture can be revised to solve before-mentioned 
problem. Under this strategy, the IF frequency can be set to 
150MHz plus fb, where fb is the specially-added frequency 
shift. And the corresponding ADC sampling frequency was 
still chosen to be 120MHz. Hence the 1st DDC processing 
can adopt routine Rice transform strategy, which shifts the 
echo signal to new IF frequency fb without NCO resource 
supporting. And the transformed complexed IQ data rate 
can be decreased via multi-stage decimation filter because 
of narrow-band character. 

To shift the added fb frequency. A 2nd DDC processing is 
necessary. And we still hope this can be completed without 
NCO. To attain this aim, the last stage filter decimation 
ratio should be set to 4, the final baseband data rate is 
250Msps, under this situation, the last filter input IQ data 
rate is 1Msps with fb IF frequency. Therefore the 2nd DDC 
operation strategy can be depicted by equation 6 below: 
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It can be seen from equations that because of particular 
relationship between sf  and bf . The 2nd DDC can still 
adopt some advantage of Rice operation. But there is also 
great difference between them. Rice operation’s input data 
are real data, while input data of equations are complex data. 
Hence this 2nd DDC mixer coefficients are complex data, 
too. This mixer coefficients can be calculated by equations 
easily. For I branch, the mixer coefficient was 1, -j, -1, 
j…etc. While for Q branch, corresponding coefficients 
became j, 1, -j, 1…etc. It’s obvious that new-designed 
mixer coefficients is still very regular and doesn’t need 
specific NCO resources.  

When the 2nd DDC completed, original 150MHz plus fb 
IF frequency was shifted to 0-IF baseband finally. 
Compared with single DDC architecture, this strategy only 
added 2 MUXs, but the intermodulation pattern has been 
changed obviously, and the disadvantage of single DDC 
strategy was solved, too. 

 
C. Multi-Stage Filter Design 

 
Whole system’s ADC sampling frequency is 120Msps, 

and the final baseband data rate requirement is 250Ksps. 
Decimation operation should be implemented by 
linear-phase filter (FIR, CIC, and Half-Band filter, etc.) to 
keep useful echo signal lossless. This can also be seen the 
digitalizing of traditional crystal filter. And the cutoff 
attenuation should be no less than 100dB for anti-jamming 
consideration. It’s obviously impracticable to complete 
whole decimation with 1 single digital filter in hardware 
implementation. Furthermore, there are also 2-stage DDC 
processing. The 1st decimation and DDC should be merged 
into 1 intact in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) processing 
system. Next sections would mainly discussed how to 
design this multi-stage decimation system. 

Since Rice transform was utilized, the input ADC data 
series can be seen to be I(n), Q(n+1), -I(n+2), 
-Q(n+3)…After sign modification and odd/even split, These 
series was divided into 2 parts: 

: ( ), ( 2), ( 4), ( 6)...

: ( 1), ( 3), ( 5), ( 7)...

even I n I n I n I n

odd Q n Q n Q n Q n

  
   

  (7) 

To align the IQ data, routine strategy is adding specific 
group-delay filter in I channel [14]. However, our design is 
a rather typical over-sampling system, the sampling 
frequency is about 1000 times of final signal bandwidth. 
Hence even if group-delay filter was omitted thoroughly, 
the final IQ quadrature unbalance is still quite small, and 
the actual experiment results confirmed this argument, too. 

To decrease hardware resource further, it’s necessary to 
combine DDC filter and subsequent decimation filter. And 
because of regularity of NCO coefficients in Rice transform, 
Fan Hong-qi and his research team proposed a strategy to 
combine NCO coefficients into FIR coefficients [15]. 
According to his proposal, DDC decimation FIR filter 
should work on both I and Q data simultaneously, if 
decimation ratio is multiple of 4, take 4N for instance, then 
this 4N coefficients can be split into even/odd parts, and 
complete inner product with (-1)n series. The new-obtained 
2 group coefficients was used to construct 2N:1 decimation 
filter for original ADC even/odd individual filtering. And 
the outputting data is equivalent with routine 4N:1 
decimation FIR filter basically. Since filter length is 
decreased by half, this strategy is quite suitable for 
low-complexity DDC design. However, the 4N decimation 
ratio law also restricts its further applications. Especially 
when mixer coefficients is regular 0, 1, 0, -1…series, it may 
result in DC components alias into signal passband, this can 
be explained in below: 

Without loss of generality, assuming IF = 20MHz, 
fs=80MHz, and DDC 1st decimation ratio = 4, then after 
digital frequency shifting with 0, 1, 0, -1…series, useful 
signal frequency became 0Hz, and ADC-introduced DC 
component was shifted to 20MHz, this frequency would 
also become 0Hz because of 4 decimation in digital domain. 
Although original DC component has been attenuated 
severely by front-set notch filter, the residual energy still 
can contaminate weak echo when missile-target distance is 
too far. Hence the research results of Fan Hongqi’s team 
needs further improvement. 

If 1st DDC decimation ratio is set to 2N, where N is odd 
integer, and input data series was seen approximately to be 
I(n), Q(n+1), -I(n+2), -Q(n+3)… according to explanation 
above. The theoretical low-pass FIR filtering can be 
depicted by equation: 
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Since DDC filter is used for 2N decimation, poly-phase 

architecture can be utilized to decrease resource. But our 
design also combined the NCO mixer coefficients into final 
FIR filter. If DDC decimation is 2N, corresponding 

equivalent decimation ratio for individual I/Q data is N, 
take 6-decimation oversampling DDC filter for instance, it 
meaning only one third filtered data have to be calculated. 
Therefore the final useful filter output data is: 
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The oversampling character was utilized in 
EquationError! Reference source not found. for 
appropriating processing again, and it can be seen that if 
DDC decimation is multiple of odd integer, the 
dual-channel filter for original even/odd ADC sampling 
data should be reversed periodically to acquire correct I/Q 
series finally. This reversion can be easily implemented in 
programmable devices by M4 counter and MUX. Nearly no 
resource increase was introduced, but the whole decimation 
ratio can be more flexible, and the annoying DC alias was 
also removed thoroughly. 

 

Figure 4 1st stage decimation FIR filter normalized amplitude/phase 
response 

 
Our 1st stage DDC 6-decmiation FIR filter was design 

by Matlab FDAtools software, a 19-order reference design 
response curve was shown in Figure 4. The generated 20 
filter coefficients should be quantized to fix-point format 
for hardware implementation. Generally, if quantized bit 

widths are larger than 16, the quantized loss can be omitted 
approximatively. The 1st decimation filter outputting data 
rate was 120/6=20Msps, which still needed further 
decimation processing, both CIC and FIR can complete this 
operation. Generally, CIC filter can decrease hardware 
resources since it can be done without complex multiplier, 
but its passband ripple is often too large to satisfy whole 
system’s performance, this should be calibrated by a 
specific anti-Sync FIR filter when the last stage decimation 
finished. If resource is ample, it’s also acceptable to realize 
all the decimation filter by FIR architecture, this strategy 
can control passband ripple more accurately and simply. 
TABLE 1 showed an optional 3-stage cascaded design 
parameter for full-FIR design. Because of the dual-DDC 
strategy, filter1 and filter2’s passband have to be set larger 
than the added fb frequency introduced in 0. 

 
TABLE 1. CASCADED FIR FILTER DESIGN PARAMETER 

Filter stage/type Filter1, FIR Filter2, FIR Filter3, FIR 

Work frequency 20MHz 4MHz 1MHz 

Decimation ratio 5 4 4 

Passband 
frequency/ripple 

300kHz/1dB 300kHz/0.5dB 50kHz/0.05dB 

band 
frequency/ripple 

3600kHz/100d
B 

700kHz/100dB 200kHz/100dB

Filter order 17 33 27 

Coefficient 
quantized bit No.

18 18 18 

Filter input/output 
data width 

18/20 20/21 21/22 

 
These 3 cascaded FIR filter and the 1st DDC filter 

constituted an intact multi-stage decimation filter. And it’s 
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equivalent with a sharp cutting-off digital filter completely. 
This filter can replace traditional crystal analog filter. If 
design parameter listed in TABLE 1 was adopted, the final 
stop attenuation in sampling frequency domain is at least 
100dB(only several discrete frequency point, for most 
frequency, the normal attenuation level is about 
200~300dB), and the ±50KHz passband ripple is only 
0.04dB, besides, the passband width and filter coefficient 
can be modified easily. All these vital performances 
preceded the crystal analog filter greatly. 

 
D. Coherent Processing and Target Detection 

 
The complex baseband data rate from the last 

decimation filter is 250 KHz, therefore the residual Doppler 
detection range is -125KHz~125KHz, which is sufficient 
for common air targets. To improve frequency spectrum 
resolution, periodic coherent integration is inevitable. For 
quasi-continuous waveform radar, the echo has been 
transformed to continuous cosine waveform after 
multi-stage decimations, and the simplest method to 
perform coherent integration is FFT, but the coherent cycle 
should be chosen carefully. Although theoretically longer 
integration time can improve detection sensitivity, actual 
echo Doppler frequency will be spread apparently because 
of target maneuver Error! Reference source not found.. Generally, for 
typical manned craft target, proper coherent time range is 
2ms~8ms. The final chosen value for presented system is 
6ms, corresponding baseband data No. is 6*250=1500, and 
the real frequency resolution is 166.7Hz. To alleviate 
straddle loss and picket fence effect, actual FFT calculation 
length was set to 212= 4096, whose calculating frequency 
resolution is 61.03Hz. 

Efficient FFT operation can be completed by Xilinx IP 
core easily. There are 2 type optional FFT basic arithmetic 
core: radix2 and radix4. The latter can attain higher 
throughput at the expenses of more hardware resources. To 
enhance system real-time response, pipelined radix4 FFT 
core was finally chose to implement 6ms data coherent. 
When the FFT results was obtained, CFAR should be 
carried out in all the frequency spectrum range to detect 
true target according to SNR threshold setting. Target’s 
Doppler velocity information can be calculated directly by 
echo frequency shift. Angle information measurement is 
more complex, normally this can be acquired by difference 
and sum beam amplitude or phase difference comparing. 
Once angle and velocity information of target was 
calculated reliably, angle/velocity track and control loop can 
guide missile correctly until fuse terminal guidance start 
working. 

 
 
III. HARDWARE DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION 

RESULTS 
 
Since Zynq SoC integrate both FPGA and ARM 

hardcore into single chip, all the radar signal processing and 
track algorithm can be implemented into Zynq XC7Z020 

successfully. The DDC, decimation filter, and FFT 
operation were realized via Zynq PL sections, while CFAR, 
velocity/angle measurement, target track and others 
necessary anti-jamming algorithms were realized via Zynq 
PS sections, the data path between PL and PS were AXI4 
protocol, which can complete mass data exchange with very 
high throughputs. The actual PCB hardware was shown in 
Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 hardware material object of missile-based radar signal processor. 
 

The PS source code were mainly written in C, and the 
PL section function was written in RTL Verilog HDL. All 
the HDL design passed functional and timing simulations in 
QuestaSim10.4c environment. Finally, the Vivado 2016.2 
IDDE project of presented design was implemented 
successfully, maximum frequency of PL function is 
275.6MHz, and PS’s core frequency was 667MHz. Detailed 
PL resource usage was listed in Table 2. Compared with 
similar paper [17], presented design gave a whole algorithm 
and hardware design solution, and the circuit integrity is 
much higher than traditional design. 

 
TABLE 2. PL RESOURCE USAGE STATISTICS 

Resource Available No. Used No. 
Usage 

percentage 

LUTs 53,200 19,200 36% 

Flip-Flops 106,400 24,150 23% 

DSP Slices 220 46 21 

Memory bit 4.5Mbit 2.6Mbit 58% 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 
 

We proposed a new strategy for quasi-continuous 
waveform radar signal processor, the hardware 
complexity was decreased remarkably because of several 
ingenuous improvements. All the notch filter coefficients 
can be realized by simple shifting and adding/subtracting 
operation, and the DC attenuation level was still larger 
than 80dB. Dual DDC architecture was a main 
innovation, this architecture can avoid several annoying 
cross-modulation of different frequency components, 
besides, all the DDC needn’t the specific NCO resource 
because of proper sampling frequency, IF, and 
decimation ratio setting. Another innovation was the 
extension of Fan Hongqi’s research, even if DDC filter 
decimation ratio is not multiple of 4, the filter coefficient 
and regular mixer coefficient still can be compound into 
single coefficient set with slim transform. So that 
presented design can use 1 modified filter prototype to 
complete DDC and 6:1 decimation simultaneously. 
Finally, the SDR’s characteristic was also adopted 
extensively, nearly all the functions was completed by C 
or HDL code in single Zynq SoC platform, indicating 
highly-programmable ability. Presented design prototype 
has passed all the necessary environment test 
successfully. Radar target simulator proved its efficiency 
and validity, too. Although application background of 
proposed strategy was quasi-continuous waveform 
missile-based radar, with proper modification, it can also 
be utilized in others similar radar receiver or digital 
communication systems. 
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